
3DCube: a Tool for Three DimensionalGraph Drawing?Maurizio Patrignani1 and Francesco Vargiu21 Dipartimento di Informatica e Automazione,Universit�a di Roma Tre, Rome, Italypatrigna@inf.uniroma3.it2 Autorit�a per l'Informatica nella Pubblica Amministrazione, Italyvargiu@aipa.itAbstract. In this paper we describe a tool that is a general frame for thethree-dimensional representation of graphs, especially devoted to the al-gorithms evaluation, re�nement and development. 3DCube (3D DiagramDrawer) o�ers innovative features in the user interaction and contains aset of three-dimensional algorithms both taken from the literature andproposed by the authors.1 IntroductionThree dimensional graph drawing is an emerging �eld in the graph drawing area.Several tools are already available for the representation of graphs in the plane,and the most sophisticated of them also allow some three-dimensional represen-tation, either as an additional presentation feature of basically 2D results (seeGMB [13] and PLUM [17]), or as the result of an actual 3D-drawing algorithm(see 3DSA [4], COMAIDE [6], the �Graph library [9], GEM-3D [2], GIOTTO3D[11], GOLD [10], GOVE [18]), and PARSA [14]).The tool we describe in this paper o�ers to the user a general frame for therepresentation of graphs entirely devoted to 3D-drawing algorithms, and espe-cially to their evaluation, development and re�nement. It complies to the require-ments of an algorithm independent tool, by supporting a set of 3D-algorithmstaken from the literature and proposed by the authors. Furthermore 3DCubeproposes an innovative interaction paradigm to the user, both for graph brows-ing and for inspection and understanding of the layout process.2 Requirements and FunctionalitiesThe aim of 3DCube is not restricted simply to a representation system. Thetool provides also a support i) to the visual analysis of the behavior of thelayout algorithms during their execution; ii) to the re�nement of algorithms,especially those based on heuristics or including tunable steps; and iii) to thedirect comparison among di�erent algorithms.The following list summarizes the main features of 3DCube:? Research supported in part by the ESPRIT LTR Project no. 20244 - ALCOM-IT



3D-perception. We used any known feature to allow the user to recognizedistances and dimensions of the 3D objects mapped on the screen, so enhancingthe comprehension of object distribution in space.The user of 3DCube is able to browse through the representation, by using thethree primitives rotation, shifting, and zooming, which allow to simulate anyreal movement. Depth cuing, perspective viewing and surface characteristics areused to obtain a realistic 3D e�ect.The tool implements also a Snapshot utility that allows to store a collection ofmeaningful views of a diagram. By selecting a view from a �lm-like sequence,the user asks the tool to recreate the same conditions in which the snapshot wascaptured, improving the user-friendliness of the system.Parametric Representation. Di�erent shapes and properties for nodesand edges can be speci�ed according to the user requirements.We adopt a separation between the abstract description of the graphs and thegeometrical properties of nodes and edges; we use a synthetic and adaptablemodel to describe them, compatible with the �le formats of Diagram Server [5].A list of graphic primitives (such as spheres, cubes, polygons) and associatedattributes (colors, dimensions, etc.) de�nes each type of node. Analogously, foreach type of edge it is possible to de�ne the shape of bends and of segments.Algorithms Visual Inspection and Understanding. By understandingthe operations involved in a layout algorithm and how such operations reect inthe �nal results, the user is supported to possibly improve the algorithm itselfor to conceive new algorithms.3DCube o�ers an algorithm animation facility that allows to inspect the interme-diate results of a diagram construction by means of its graphical representation.This facility permits to animate the passage from consecutive representations(both forward and backwards), so that the user may easely follow the evolutionof the drawing through a continuous movement of the involved objects.Extensibility. The capability of adding new algorithms and new featureswithout a main implementation e�ort is achieved by using a modular approachin the architecture design.3 The Architecture of 3DCubeThe architecture of 3DCube was conceived according to an object orientedmethodology. It consists of a set of independent modules that exchange infor-mations and services to each other, as shown in Figure 1.The User Interface manages the interaction with the user by means of thewindows environment, menus, buttons and controls. A particular attention wasplaced to support the navigation (a control panel makes available di�erent fea-tures) and to support the depth perception, using perspective, shades and colors.The Graphic Driver �lters each graphic system call from the User Interfaceto the computing platform thus improving the portability of the tool.3DCube is not limited to the showing of the results of a speci�c layout al-gorithm. The Algorithm Manager is the repository of algorithms; in the currentversion it mainly contains 3D-orthogonal drawing algorithms. We cite the algo-



Fig. 1. The architecture of 3DCube.rithm proposed by Therese Biedl [1], the Komolgorov and Bardzin algorithm [7],the Compact and the Three Bends [8], the algorithm proposed by Papakostasand Tollis [15], and Reduce Forks, proposed by the authors [16]; moreover itcontains the 3D-straight-line drawing algorithm, called Momentum Curve, ofCohen, Eades, Lin and Ruskey [3].The Animation Generator module, by using the services of the AlgorithmManager, is able to simulate the continuos movement of nodes and edges duringthe algorithm execution.The Graph Manager implements the storing and loading functions for thegraphs, their representations, the snapshots, and the associated models in theGBase and MBase.The Benchmark Manager allows the automatic execution of a list of algo-rithms on a set of graphs, and is able to generate reports about the behavior ofthe algorithms with respect to a given set of aesthetic criteria.For this purpose the BenchmarkManager interacts with theRandGenmodulewhich is able to generate a base of random graphs according to some user-speci�ed features. It also communicates with the Performances Evaluator toobtain the computation of the results with respect to the selected criteria andto generate reports and graphics.4 An example of graph browsingIn this section we describe, with some pictures, the main features of the userinterface of 3DCube, by simulating a typical work session. The user may load andvisualize one or more di�erent graphs at the same time. For every loaded graph3DCube shows on a window the list of the drawing methods applyable to the



given graph (see Figure 2). The selection of a method triggers its execution onthe graph and the obtained representation is displayed on a new window, calledthe diagram window. In the above mentioned picture it is shown a diagramwindow with the result of Reduce Forks applied to a graph with 24 nodes.Figure 3 shows a K6 graph drawn by using the algorithms of Biedl, Com-pact, Komolgorov and Bardzin, Papakostas and Tollis, Reduce Forks, and ThreeBends, respectively. The control panel allows the user to navigate through therepresentation to inspect the objects displacement. During the navigation, theuser can save meaningful views of the representation by clicking on the snapshotbutton. The collection of all previously saved snapshots for the given represen-tation is shown in the snapshot window (see Figure 2).5 An example of drawing algorithm re�nementIn this section we describe how 3DCube was e�ectively used in the developmentof a new 3D-orthogonal drawing algorithm.The starting idea was to obtain a 3D-orthogonal drawing through the fol-lowing iterative procedure: �rstly the same coordinates are assigned to all thenodes of the graph; then at every step a plane (orthogonal to one of the axesand hosting at least two nodes with the same coordinates) is split in two, and itsnodes are redistributed between the two resulting planes. The procedure termi-nates when all nodes have di�erent coordinates. The procedure sketched aboveis not su�cient to produce an orthogonal drawing: when a split occurs, an edgemay become slant. So slant edges are split in two, as they appear, and a dummynode (that eventually will become a bend) is inserted and positioned in such away that its two adjacent edges are orthogonal. Furthermore, we de�ned foursu�cient conditions, that, once they are satis�ed one after the other, guaranteethe termination of the algorithm, namely:{ the separation between original nodes,{ for each original node, the coherence of the directions of its incident edges,{ the separation between original and dummy nodes, and{ the separation between dummy nodes.In the �rst version of the algorithm, called Four Targets, we de�ned and imple-mented four di�erent split criteria, based on heuristics, each devoted to satisfyone of the four corresponding conditions of the previous list.By extensively using the tool in order to verify the e�ectiveness of FourTargets we noticed that, while the algorithm satis�ed the convergence conditions,it made very costly choices with respect to the �nal number of bends and volumeoccupation. So we reviewed the last three split criteria by introducing a rankingamong alternative split operations, aimed to minimize the number of bendsintroduced. The new algorithm signi�cantly outperformed the previous one.Finally we noted that a speci�c con�guration, called fork, consisting of a pairof adjacent edges both with an end in each of the plane generated by a split,was responsible for the insertion of an extra bend either at the end of the splitoperation, or in a successive split. Thus we conceived a new heuristic for the �rstsplit criterium, aimed to reduce the number of forks.
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Fig. 2. A session of 3DCube displaying a graph of 24 nodes drawn by the Reduce Forksalgorithm and the snapshot window.
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(e) (f)Fig. 3. The Biedl (a), Compact (b), Komolgorov (c), Papakostas-Tollis (d), ReduceForks (e), and the Three Bends (f) algorithms applied to a K6 graph.


